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Foreword
The following portfolio documents my journey from
the first semester as a second year architectural
student.
For the first four weeks I made 5 models a week.
This encouraged material curiosity and precedent
research. I became very intrested in the presence of
space and the ability of spaces between volumes to
be equally as important as the volumes themselves.
These four weeks of exploration led into to
developing a concept for an architectural school. This
concept explored the idea of a city street
environment within an enclosed volume. I looked at
precedents such as SANAA and OMA to help
explore this concept.
After working individually we were then arranged into
groups with individuals that had complementary
concepts. Together we developed a concept that
encouraged an architectural education that had a
strong sence of public and private spaces.
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Form
Reading this chapter in Architecture Form, Space and
Order by Francis D. K. Ching helped me consider
how planes can profoundly effect a space and how
light can interact with these planes to change the
atmosphere of a space. I wanted to create a
modular unit that I adapted by changing the colour
and organisation of the planes.
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Olafur Eliasson, Your body of work, 2011
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“I’m interested in the
sense of presence of
space; that is space
where you feel a
presence, almost an entity
— that physical feeling
and power that space can
give.”
James Turrell

Exploritory models, Week 1
- Planes and light
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Organisation
This week I was considering how to arrange
volumes and I became inspired by the organisation
of and iridescence on bubbles. I decided to work in
glass as it has a simular material quality and potential for shapes as the bubbles do. I wanted to make a
piece that depending on it’s scale can be expressed in
different ways. It could either be a modular unit that
could be repeted as a facade - Like MVRDV’s facade
for the Chanel Boutique in Amsterdam, or that could
be scaled up to be a series of rooms, like in Sanaa’s
Glass Pavillion.
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Imogen Mcandrew, Bubble #1, 2017
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SANAA, Glass Pavillion
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MVRDV, Chanel Boutique, Amsterdam
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In the glass workshop, smoothing the glass
In the
glass studio
- polishing
edges with
different
size grains
of grit.the glass
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The glass tile could be
modularised and
repeted to make a
statement facade that
has playful effects of
light into the building.

molten glass - put hot
steel pipe in glass collect molten glass on
steel pole - roll molten
glass in marver to create
cylindrical shape - blow
pipe and keep glass in
motion - get correct shape
- shock glass with water detach from pipe - place
into series of cooling
furnaces over 24 hours
- score scalpel on line
of split - heat with blow
torch whilst turing - SNAP
- glass balls split - soften
edges with different size
grit - 180 - 220 - 360 Belt sander - Polish - fix
to glass pannel - UV glue
- UV lamp - 30 minutes.
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Below shows how the
glass model could
be applied at another
scale acting as a
series of rooms with
circulation routes
around them.
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Circulation
This week I was considering how the arrangement
of volumes can influence the cirulation of a space. I
looked at SANAA’s 21st Century Museum of
Contempory Art to help understand how volumes
impact circulation and how these volumes work
within and enclosure. I then applied the concept of
their layout to my own models.

SANAA - 21st Century Museum of
Contempory Art.
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Circulation
Study of
SANAA
museum

“People meet in
architecture”
Kazuyo Sejima

Circulation
Study of my
own model
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I found the street spaces intriging as they create areas of
compression which then creates areas of release in public square
esque places. Furthermore the arrangement allows the occupier
to create their own path giving the occupier a sense of ownership
in the space.
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Different spaces in
the school are
generated by
interconnecting and
adjacent blocks.

Proportion
& Scale
This week I looked at OMA’s Ecole Central school of
engineering as it was a relevant precedent as I was
considering the concepts expressed in this building.
The school also has a simular function to the
architecture school so it was useful to consider the
scale and layout of different aspects of the school.
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Ground Floor

There are multiple entry points and
interconnecting streets, ther largest
single volume is the lecture hall.
There are multiple stairwells which
are each contained within volumes.

First Floor

The street movement becomes
more restricted and circulation
between blocks is carried out
across bridges.

Analysis of OMA Ecole
Central, School of
engineering
Ecole Central school of engineering is a ‘superblock’
structure composed of separate buildings within a single
gridded structure, to create a city street like environment. The
entire complex is sheltered by a transparent roof of ETFE – a
fluorine-based plastic that is a cheaper and more lightweight
alternative to glass, which creates covered outdoor spaces
between each of the buildings.
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The volumes within an enclosure help to give an outside environment even
though you may not be outside. There is a strong sense of compression and
release from within the volumes to outside. This helps create a sence of
separation between activities as the occupier will move from compression to
release to compression.
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Architectural school
At this point into the model making it was imporatant to start considering how all the
experimentation was going to feed into the design of an architecture school. Firstly it
was important to consider what the character of the school was and what spaces are
necesary as a result of that.
My school aims to rethink the practise of architectural education. The concept
behind the school is to create a bustling city street environment made up of a
network of volumes that are enclosed within an open plan grid, with access to
courtyards and outdoor spaces. This organisation will create a bustling social
environement, that encourages and cultivates collaboration, chance meetings and
generates communication between all members of the school, and therefore
encourages curiosity in all aspects of architectual education.
The education would be lead by making, which means that workshops and specialist
facilities will take a large focus. There will also be regular seminars and outside
speakers to make sure that the architectural education has breath and context.
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Pr otagoni st
study
To better undertstand what spaces are
needed in an architectural school I imagined
what a student would do over a day in the
school.
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Principles
Coming to the end of the four weeks of model
making it was time to reflect on my developing
concepts and start to bring all the ideas together. I
loved how James Turell treats space as a medium
and how Olafur Elison plays with light to make
completely emersive spaces. SANAA and OMA
enabled me to consider how to layout a street
environment within an enclosed volume.
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Organisation of
space
I started to create diagrams to explore organisation of space
with regards to acoustics and lighting. I was thinking spacially
and acoustically when designing specfically for the architectural
school.
In these models I explored the varying size and orgnisation of
volumes. I also experimented using the vacuum former to
create a sense of enclosure over the model.
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2000 models
exhibtion
This exhibtion of all the studio’s work was an
opportunity to see everyones varying creative processes. It was
really inspiring to see the quality and the creativity of all the
work produced.
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Kier Street
Site Analysis
The site is located in central edinburgh with great connections
to Edinburgh College of Art and Grassmarket - via the adjacent
vennel. The site is quite an awquard shape and has a steep
topography, but due to it’s typography it has great views up to
the castle.
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I looked at the surrounding areas building configurations and
the street formation in order to create the basis of the plan, I
also considered Nolli’s plan when looking at public and
private space. I considered current circulation around the site
and how the school could be fluid with it.
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^
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^

Photos (clockwise): Annotated 3D
view - showing view to the castle
from the site. Google street view along
Kier Street. Google street view along
Herriot Place. Annotated 3D image
showing surrounding occupancy and
landscape. Goolgle street view looking
up the vennel.
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The site is quite enclosed and overlooked on all sides, so this makes it
challenging when designing in order
to prioritise spaces with best views
and lighting. It was also challenging to
consider how to design with respect
to surrounding buildings.
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Main routes to the site
The thicker line suggests the volume of people coming via
that area. People will mostly come through Keir street and
Herriot Place via Lauriston place, and via the close
coming up from grassmarket. There is a great
opportuninty to create connections on all sides of the
building to surrounding routes to enhance the concept of
public and private interaction.

Surrounding occupancy of buildings
Our concept involved encorporating the public into certain
spaces in the building. Therefore it was important to
consider what the surrounding occupancy of the buildings
around the site were and what groups of people use these
spaces. This will enabled us to gauge what spaces were
appropriate to propose as public spaces.

Individual
development
Before we split off into groups we were asked to propose our
own design in response to our previous models and the desired
character of the school.
My design remained a strong reference point thoughout the
group work as we kept the strong theme of having a city street
environment where each block was acting as a single entity, yet
intergrated into the surrounding context.

Green spaces surrounding the site
Considering our concept, it would be appropriate to
encorprate public and private green spaces into our design.
The meadows are situated south of our site and the castle
is situated to the north and greenery would help to connect
the two features.
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Inital ideas for the layout of the architectural school. I started by
dividing different functions into different volumes but I was also
considering how to take advantage of the topography to get
the best views to the castle and most suitable lighting to certain
areas.
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I found this lampshade whilst I was walking and
I thought that it was a great concept model, as
each glass ‘plate’ could act as a
representation of a datum line that segregates
public from private. It also encoraged me to think
of dividing space in section aswell as plan.
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Group Development
Phase 1
We came together as a group as we had complimentary and
simular designs.
We all agreed on wanting to encorprate public into certain
spaces, and we wanted to do so by connecting the building with
the surroudning landscape and making facilities avalible to public
that they could benefit from. We agreed on wanting to continue
the city street theme that I had explored in my models. We started
to to research and anylyse precedents in response to our design
proposal.
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Precedent
Research

Sanaa’s 21st Century Museum of Modern Art.
I had previously explored this precedent but I had shown it to
the group as it was relevant to our concept, as I felt it was a
good way of dividing space easily into public and private
spaces. The volumes could create private places and the
spaces inbetween create public esque spaces. We also liked
the solidity of the volumes which gave a clear sence of
buildings within an enclosure.
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I took this precedent and started to play around with different
arrangements of volumes. Initally I was looking at the layout of
the surrounding area to gain inspiration for the layout of the
olumes. Then I started to play with the placement of
standardised blocks on the site. As the development continued
we decided to keep the number of the blocks down to four
primary ones. I would have prehaps encorperated more blocks
into the design given more time, as I feel this would have been
closer to our concept.
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Edinburgh Closes and Fennels.

We wanted to use our building to connect
different areas if the site to the surrounding
landscape on different levels. We looked to the
surrounding closes and vennels to gauge how
to mimic the atmosphere of these in our
design. As a result we decided to create
spaces between buildings that became
corridors and walkways to create continuity with
the surrounding landscape.

The first diagram shows all the connections we
have generated with the surrounding site. The
second diagram shows how our building is
encorprated into the wider context of the site,
the thickness of lines demonstrate the volume
of people using the route to get to the site.
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New Aarch - New
Arrhus school of
architecture
We looked at competition entries for the New Arrhus school of
architecture to research how architects proposed the design of
an architecture school. This was useful to gauge what size and
layout would be appropriate for our design.
This precedent was particulary relevant as it is a single
enclosure made up of smaller individual volumes within, the
lifted volumes create a versitle open plan ground floor. We liked
this idea, it made us consider how we could divide public and
private spaces vertically. We then explored whether we wanted
to articulate the volumes on the exterior of the building or keep
everything confined within one enclosure
We also liked how the volumes are suspended on tracks from
the ceiling allowing for the space to adapt and change over
time. This is useful for something like a school where education
methods develop over time and require different spaces. We
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Concept Sketches
We really wanted to expose the school to the public and make
it transparent to the public what occured within an architecture
school. We thought we would take advantage of the existing
flodden wall and its’ path and place a series of shop fronts
along it. These could be versitle spaces that resident artists can
use as studios, workshops that students could use or local
artisans selling their products.
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Phase 2
After looking at precedents we decided we wanted all
entrances to be accessible by the public to create a
completely open plan floor that could be accessed by
all. We decided that the shop front idea wasn’t actually
bring people into the building but keeping them on the
existing path. So we decided to make the blocks sit
within an enclosure, where people could pemeate.
We were thinking that we wanted a bridge to connect
all the volumes however as this idea developed we
realised this deviated from our inital concept which
was to keep everything confined to one block. So from
then on we kept circulation confined to each volume.
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We also explored the idea of having moving curved
walls to make up the gallery space which supported
the circular library above. This idea also didn’t
materialise as we felt the circular element didnt work
very well within the space. We also planned to hover
the library space over the gallery but this became too
logistically difficult as we started to take the idea
further.
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Phase 3
We were finding it difficult to get together as a group
so we decided to each design our own block within
the building.
I designed the undergraduate studio block and I
designed it on AutoCad a programme I had never
used before. I enjoyed using a computer programme
but I became aware of how rigorous you have to be
with all your drawings and layers. Once we had all
designed our respective blocks we placed them onto
one AutoCAD file to make a complete plan, in time for
the crit LITE.
In hindsight we maybe shouldn’t have done this as it
made it quite hard to pull the plan together at the end
and some of the blocks seemed a bit awquard
together.
The review lite highlighted a few issues with our
design, such as...
Our blocks all seemed to be pushed to the edges of
the site. We needed to use them to create intresting
spaces inbetween.
We also needed to identify more clearly the
perimieters of our site - so we could make better
connections to the surrounding site which brings the
design back to our concept of connecting public and
private spaces.
The shape of the lecture hall ment that it would be
hard to show things on a screen. Also the shape was
quite daunting for the person lecturing as everyone is
facing towards one point.
However the crit was a good chance to explain our
concept and it was complimented for its strength and
potential.
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Proposal
Our concept has a few facets, but the primary one is to
connect the public with activities of architectural school - visually
and physically.
Visually the public can see the workshops and the studios but
can’t acess them - unless for after hours activity. The public physically have access the cafe and the gallery, we did this
to create a greater connection with the public as architecture
schools can seem a bit mysterious to the public. Furthermore
public spaces create a less intense environment to work and
socialise, which is necessay when studying architecture.
We envisioned the gallery to hold exhibtions by students but also
external or resident artists and designers to create greater
connections and partnerships to the professional world.
Another aspect of our design was to incorprate the building within
the surrounding landscape, and pay homage to edinburghs urban
landscape. Therefore we created passages by placing buildings
close together to mimic edinburghs’ vennels and closes and intergrate the building into the circulatioin of the immediate site and
edinbrugh’s landscape.
We have multiple entrances into the building to encourage the
use of the space by public and encourage public to use the
facilities. The multiple entrances also help to deal with the
topography change of the site.
Want it to be obvious from the exterior that the building is made
from multiple volumes so we have an envelope that is punctured
by rising volumes.
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Materiality
Around the library space we envisioned a gridded
structure that kept the shape of the block but was also
visually conected to the rest of the space below. We
thought that within the grids books could be stored to
create a patchwork exterior facade. We looked at this
precedent the Olive + Squash cafe by Neiheiser
Argyros to gain inspiration of how to transition from a
busy social place to a quieter calmer place whilst the
two spaces are still directly connected.

We primarily want each building to be made with
concrete but the finish to be in wood to give everything
a human feel and softer touch to it. I was thinking a
laminated wood as it is hard wearing and considering
the spaces would be used by alot of people the
finishing needs to be robust.

Exploded Axonometric
This shows the four primary blocks that make up the
building and the ground that they sit on. However this
is a simplified diagram and the plans and sections
have been adapted since th
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On the roof of the library block is a roof terrace which
can be accessed by members of the school, this
would be an intensive green roof, providing a green
space back to the area and continuing the connection
of the green spaces from the castle to the Meadows.
The green roof would also provide a better view from
the higher up studio’s as they look across to the castle.
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1:500 1st Floor Plan
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1:500 2nd Floor Plan
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1:500 2.5 Floor Plan
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1:500 3rd Floor Plan
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The sketch above shows the exterior of the building
focusing on the steps that are continous from the
inside to outside of the building. The steps are a key
point in the design for socialising and connecting the
two parts of the building on different levels.
The sketch below shows the interior half levels in the
undergraduate block, the half levels would act as crit
spaces that have a strong connection visually to Keir
street, so the public can look in and see what work
students have produced. The people in the crit rooms
can also look down into the studio’s.

1:500 4th Floor Plan
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1:250 Section
This section goes through the workshops and
studios in the undergraduate block, the lift
shaft, cafe seating area and the lecture hall.
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1:250 Section
This section goes throught the primary
staircases in the building. There is one that
goes down from Kier Street into the central
public area. The other hugs the side of the
cafe space, and has varied step heights to
enable people to sit on them.
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1:250 Section
This section cuts through the two blocks that
back onto Kier Street, the Masters block on
the left and the Under Graduate block on the
right. We have placed seminar rooms and
workshops on the lower floor, and studios on
the upper floors to create a seperation from
the public level. We wanted the lower level to
be permeable to public or at least visable. We
have given the workshops large glass curtain
walling so the public can look into the space.
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Reflection on
group work
We initally came together as a group as we had complimentary
and simular designs.
Megan was exploring how public could be intergrated into the
architecture school, by thinking of having a large staircase that
twisted around the site so everyone could look down on a central
space. Although the staircase idea was not taken forwards as
such, the intergration of public into the space very much became
a key concept.
Wulfric was looking at uncomfortable closriphobic spaces, that
created intresting interplay of light. We created quite generous
spaces within our seperate volumes, however the vennel esque
spaces created by the interaction of existing buildings and our
own created areas of compression and intresting geometry.
Tony was looking at seperate volumes in his design, which was
closely linked to mine.
Together as a group we didn’t gel as well as prehaps I would
have hoped due to everyones different working methods.
However if I were to have this experience again I would have
done a few things differently. Firstly we should have sat down and
really considered everyones strengths and weakneses at the start
and seen evidence of these to know how to delegate tasks best.
Secondly I would have made sure that we had accurate site
information from the start for example a site model and a digital
model of the site to make all other tasks consistent.
Thirdly if everyone had been in the studio more frequently
following a plan that we were all agreed on and commited to
everyone would be on the same page with design decisions and
our design would have progressed at a greater rate with a greater
feeling of involvement on everyones part.
Finally we should have considered making a ‘digital document’
that outlined how to seperate the layers in AutoCAD to make
sure everyone was using the same digital language, which would
make it easier when we share and edit drawings.
However I have gained from this experince and considering I was
heavily involved in the design process I came to understand how
important a strong and clear concept can have on the clarity of
a design. I was surprised how resiliant and commited I was to
trying to encourage and motivate team members to keep going
and push on with the design process. Furthermore from working
with Wulfric I can now use programmes such as AutoCAD and
illustrator better than I could before.
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Group work credits
p. 45 Illustrations by Megan
p. 70 Exploded axonometric by Tony
p. 72- 73 Inital drawings by Megan, edited by me
p. 79 Digital Interior views of the studio by Tony
Plans and sections AutoCAD drawings by Wulfric and I, edited by
me
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